ITEM #1007

CAR WASH SOAP
(LOW FOAM)

Jabon Para Lavar Carros Mucha Espuma

DESCRIPTION:

Loaded with cleaning and wetting agents, this product
will remove more effectively a broad range of soils and
greases related to driving than other competitive types.
Super concentration makes it more economical. Many
very good chemical, cleaning and building ingredients
are added, making it superior to other brands. Most competitive brands use only wetting and foaming detergents
and do not add good cleaning chemical builders to it. This
product uses very high levels of the two finest ingredients
on the market. This gives it outstanding performance over
other liquid types. This streak-resistant product is easy on
waxed surfaces and is kind to the environment because it
is biodegradable. It can be used with all types of washing
methods on all types of vehicles and equipment.

DIRECTIONS:

FOR 3 CENTS YOU CAN WASH A CAR WITH
THE FOLLOWING METHODS:
With Holding Tank Equipment: Mix 1 gallon of this product to 400 gallons of water.
Metered Injection Equipment: Should be adjusted in ½
to 1 ounce per automobile.
By Hand: Mix at a 1 to 128 ratio.

CAUTIONS:

If material comes in contact with skin or eyes, flush with
clear water. If ingested, drink plenty of water and seek medical attention. Keep from freezing. If this product is stored
PRECAUTION: AL USARIO: Si usted no lee Ingles, no se
este producto, hasta que la etiqueta le haya sido explicada in cold or freezing weather, it may separate or thicken. This
ampliamente.
will not harm the performance. Before using, warm to room
TO THE USER: If you cannot read English, do not use this
temperature and stir thoroughly. Keep container sealed
product until this label has been fully explained to you.
when not in use. Triple rinse and dispose of empty container in an authorized landfill site.
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